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Crowd-enabled Processing of Trustworthy, Privacy-Enhanced and
Personalised Location Based Services withQuality Guarantee

TANZIMA HASHEM∗, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh
RUBABA HASAN, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh
FLORA SALIM, RMIT University, Australia
MEHNAZ TABASSUM MAHIN, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh

We propose a novel approach for enabling trustworthy, privacy-enhanced and personalized location based services (LBSs)
that find nearby points of interests (POIs) such as restaurants, ATM booths, and hospitals in a crowdsourced manner. In
our crowdsourced approach, a user forms a group from the crowd and processes the LBS using the POI knowledge of the
group members without involving an external service provider. We use personalized rating in addition to the distance of a
POI for finding the answers of the location based queries. The personalized rating of a POI is computed using individual
POI ratings given by the group members and the query requestor’s trust and similarity scores for the group members. The
major challenges for the crowdsourced data are incompleteness and inaccuracy, which may result in lower quality answer for
the LBS. In this paper, we first present techniques to select knowledgeable group members for processing LBSs and thereby
increase the accuracy and the confidence level of the query answers. We then develop efficient algorithms to process LBSs in
real time and enhance privacy by reducing the number of the group members’ POIs shared with the query requestor. Finally,
we run extensive experiments using real datasets to show the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Efficient processing of location based services (LBSs) for finding nearby points of interests (POIs) such as
restaurants, ATM booths, and hospitals has been extensively studied in the last decade due to its importance in
optimizing the utility of transport resources and planning daily activities with convenience. In this paper, we
present the first crowd enabled approach to efficiently process trustworthy, privacy-enhanced and personalized
LBSs with quality guarantee. We consider both distances and personalized ratings of POIs for selecting a POI as
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the answer of an LBS. An example of such LBSs is finding POIs of different types like a shopping mall, a cafe and
a movie theater that together minimize the trip distance from a user’s source to the destination location via the
POIs and each POI has at least a 3 star personalized rating. In our approach, users form groups from the crowd
and evaluate the LBSs using the POI knowledge of the group members.

A user normally knows the POIs that are located at the areas where the user lives, works or frequently visits.
Thus, a group member may know only a subset of POIs for an area or may not know the recently updated
information of a POI (e.g., change of POI location). Thus, a major challenge in our crowdsource based approach
is that the POI information from the group members can be incomplete and noisy, which may result in lower
quality answers for LBSs. One possible solution to improve the quality of LBSs is to involve more users in the
group. However, a large group size means a high processing overhead. In this paper, we ensure the quality of
LBSs by selecting appropriate group members who have relevant POI knowledge for the requested LBS, reducing
the processing overhead, and minimizing the number of shared POIs with the requestor of the LBS. Selecting
appropriate group members for processing an LBS increases the accuracy and credibility of the answer, reduced
processing overhead allows a requestor of the LBS to increase the group size and have the answer of the LBS
in real time, and less involvement in terms of POI data enhances privacy of the users and encourages them to
participate in the evaluation of LBSs.

The accuracy and credibility of the answers of location based queries decrease for incomplete and inaccurate
POI knowledge of the group members. To address this issue, we develop techniques to select the group members
who have more POI knowledge in the surrounding areas of the locations of LBSs. Our selection techniques only
disclose the counts of a user’s known POIs for different types and areas in an aggregate form for privacy reasons.
Our approach also ensures that the shared POI knowledge of the selected group members include the query
requestor’s preferred variants of the POIs (e.g., KFC, McDonald’s for the POI type fast food restaurant) in addition
to other variants. To measure the credibility of the answer of an LBS, i.e., the trust of the query requestor for the
answer, we introduce a personalized measure called confidence level. The confidence level is quantified based on
the support of the group members for the answer with respect to a query requestor’s required support for being
fully confident, where support represents the ratio of the number of the group members who share the answer
with the query requestor and the group size. Though there exist a number of techniques [3, 53] to measure the
credibility of a service using crowdsourced data, none of them are applicable in the context of LBSs.
In real life, when people request for the POI information from others, they normally give more values to the

information given by a person to whom they trust more or who has the similarity in preference with them. To
match with the reality, we use personalized ratings in addition to distances of POIs for evaluating the answer
of an LBS. The personalized rating of a POI is computed using individual ratings of POIs given by the group
members and the query requestor’s trust and similarity scores for the group members. Due to the inclusion of
personalized ratings, a group member cannot evaluate the LBS independently as the group member’s rating for a
POI may differ from a query requestor’s personalized rating for the POI. Furthermore, POI types included in the
answer of the LBS may come from multiple group members. In this paper, we present efficient algorithms for
processing LBSs. The key idea of our algorithms is to incrementally retrieve POIs from the group members until
the answer for the LBS is identified. We develop POI search space refinement techniques that reduce the number
of group members’ shared POIs with the query requestor and increase the efficiency of the processing algorithms.
Traditional techniques to process LBSs assume the presence of a service provider. Specifically, for an LBS

request, a user reveals her location to a service provider, and the service provider evaluates the LBS using
POI information stored in a database. Privacy threats for continuously sharing locations with a same service
provider has become an important barrier for the proliferation of LBSs [15] as location data enables the service
provider to infer user activities and preferences. In addition, the returned POIs by a service provider may not
match with a user’s choice as the users may not feel comfortable to share their preferences with the service
provider. Furthermore, a service provider can intentionally return POIs that are not the actual answers of the LBS
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requests [18, 21]. Thus, processing LBSs with the help of crowd instead of an impersonal service provider would
be more acceptable to the users, if the quality of LBSs can be guaranteed. Though in our crowdsourced approach
the query requestor discloses the location to group members, the selected group members usually change with
different LBS requests, and an query requestor can also exclude a group member who is not trustable.
Two recent crowdsourced approaches [14, 34] have considered processing LBSs without a service provider.

Both of these approaches have several major limitations. First, the approaches do not consider the personalized
POI rating into account. Second, the proposed quality of service measure does not consider the existence of noise
and inaccuracy of the crowdsourced data. Third, the approach has limited applicability only for queries involving
single POI type. Our crowd enabled approach addresses all of the above limitations.
Another related research area to our work is the personalized POI recommendation systems [29, 33, 47, 52].

The underlying idea of these systems is to predict the ratings of the POIs for a user based on the ratings of
others who are similar to the user. The POIs with higher predicted ratings are recommended. To compute the
similarity score between two users, a recommendation system requires to access POI rating data of all users in a
centralized or distributed way. However, check-in data like what type of POIs have been visited where and when
by whom and whether they like them or not can reveal sensitive information about a user’s preferences, health
and habits [19, 39, 48]. On the other hand, in our approach users do not need to disclose their check-in data to a
single entity like a recommender system or a service provider for personalized LBSs; users only share a limited
number of POI ratings with the query requestor. Furthermore, recommendation systems do not consider users
who are knowledgable in surrounding area of a location of an LBS and an query requestor’s trust for the group
members, and provide confidence level for the answer of the LBS.
In summary, the contributions of our paper are as follows:
• We propose efficient algorithms for processing variants of LBSs in a crowdsourced manner. The key idea
behind the efficient processing of privacy-enhanced LBSs is the POI search space refinement technique for
finding the optimal answer and reducing the number of POIs shared with others.
• We develop techniques to select the group members who have more POI knowledge in the surrounding
areas of the query locations. The selection of the appropriate group members allows a query requestor to
increase the accuracy and the confidence level of the answer of LBSs.
• We consider both distance and rating parameters for evaluating the answers of LBSs. The ratings are
personalized based on the preference of the query requestor.
• We perform experiments on real datasets to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider the set of users who receive an LBS request as a group. Let Uq represent a group of n users
{u1,u2, ...,un} for a location based query requestor uq . We discuss the group formation technique in Section 4.2.
Suppose that the set of POIs that a user ui knows is Pi and the maximum number of POIs that ui shares with the
query requestor is si . Thus, si represents the required privacy level of ui . Similar to the existing crowdsourced
approaches [14, 34], users store the information of visited POIs in their local devices and later share with others
for processing the LBSs. Since more than one user can know about a POI, there can be overlap among the sets
of POIs stored in the users’ devices. A POI is represented as p jtk , where tk and j are the type (e.g., restaurant or
hospital) and ID of the POI, respectively. POIs of different types having a same ID or POIs of the same type having
different IDs are located at different locations in the space. The personalized rating of a POI p jtk is expressed with
r jtk (please see Section 2.1 for details). In this paper, an LBS enables a query requestor to know about nearby POIs
with good personalized ratings. We define an LBS as follows:

Definition 2.1. (Location Based Services (LBSs)). Given a set of n POI sets of the group members P =
{P1, P2, . . . , Pn}, a set of n maximum numbers of POIs that group members share {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, a source
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Shopping Mall Cafe Movie Theater Location Point

Fig. 1. Examples of DmRsLBS queries

and a destination locations L = {s,d}, a sequence of m POI types T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm}, a set of constraints
C = {distance,personalizedratinд,variant}, an optimization parameter f ∈ {distance,personalizedratinд}, the
location based service (LBS) returns a set of POIs A = {p j1t1 ,p

j2
t2 , . . . ,p

jm
tm } ∈ P and the confidence level of A, where

A optimizes f and satisfies the constraints specified in C .

In Sections 2.1- 2.3, we discuss how to measure the distance, personalized rating, variants and the confidence
level, the parameters included in the definition of the LBS. We consider two variants of LBSs: Distance-Minimized
Rating-Satisfied LBS (DmRsLBS) and Rating-Maximized Distance-Satisfied LBS (RmDsLBS) as their challenges as
well as proposed solutions to evaluate them are different. The challenge for a DmRsLBS query is to identify a set
of POIs of required types that together minimizes the trip distance and satisfies the constraints of the personalized
rating and variants, whereas the challenge for a RmDsLBS query is to identify a set of POIs of required types that
together maximizes the personalized rating and satisfies the constraints of the distance and variants.
Fig. 1(a) and (b) show examples of DmRsLBS queries for visiting single and multiple POI types, respectively.

In Fig. 1(a), s and d are located at the same location l and the POI type is a movie theater, whereas in Fig. 1(b),
s and d are located at different locations and the POI types are a shopping mall, a cafe and a movie theater.
The required minimum personalized rating for both scenarios is 5 in the scale of 10. The personalized rating is
shown as ⟨POI IDtype ,personalizedratinд⟩ in the figure. The green POIs are the selected answers for the queries. In
Fig. 1(a), we observe that though p32 has the smallest distance from l but its personalized rating 4 does not satisfy
the minimum rating constraint. Thus, the answer is p52 with the personalized rating 6.

2.1 Distance and Personalized Rating
In a DmRsLBS query, distance is set as an optimization parameter and in a RmDsLBS query the allowed maximum
distance is set as a constraint. Let Function tdist(L,A) return the distance between the source and destination loca-
tions of a query requestor via the set of sequenced POI types for an LBS. Suppose L = {s,d},A = {p j1t1 ,p

j2
t2 , . . . ,p

jm
tm }

and Function dist(., .) returns the distance between two points in a two-dimensional space. Then tdist(L,A) is
measured as dist(s,p j1t1 ) +

∑m−1
k=1 dist(p

jk
tk ,p

jk+1
tk+1 ) + dist(d,p

jm
tm ).

In a RmDsLBS query, personalized rating is set as an optimization parameter and in a DmRsLBS query the
required minimum personalized rating for every POI type is set as a constraint. Each POI has two types of
ratings: local rating and personalized rating. The local rating of a POI is given independently by a user, and the
personalized rating is computed by the query requestor using the local ratings. The intuition behind having
two rating types is that the availability of local ratings allow a rating to be personalized. The local rating given
to a POI p jtk by a user ui is denoted by ui .r jtk . The personalized rating r jtk of a POI is computed by a user as a
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weighted sum of the local ratings received from others, where a weight for a rating is determined based on a
query requestor’s trust and similarity scores for the group member. When a query requestor uq sends a query to
a group of usersUq , each user ui ∈ Uq sends back their local ratings along with the POIs to the query requestor.
If a query requester has same trust and similarity scores for all group members then the query requestor gives an
equal importance, i.e, same weights to all local ratings received from the users and the personalized rating of a
POI is simply computed as r jtk =

1
n ×

∑
ui ∈Uq ui .r

j
tk .

On the other hand, if a query requestor prioritizes the local ratings, the personalized rating of a POI is
computed as r jtk =

∑
ui ∈Uq wiq × ui .r jtk , where wiq represents the trust and similarity score of uq for a user ui

and
∑
ui ∈Uq wiq = 1 for 0 ≤ wiq ≤ 1. Initially,wiq for all users are assumed to be same, and the values change as

a query requestor interacts with the users. The preference similarity between ui and uq can be computed using
existing techniques (e.g., [29]) by comparing the shared local POI ratings of ui with those of uq .

2.2 POI Variants
A group member may not have the knowledge of all POIs of an area. A query requestor may want to ensure
that the shared POI knowledge by the selected group members includes specific variants of POIs for a specific
POI type (e.g., KFC, McDonald’s, Nando’s for a POI type fast food restaurant), if there is any. Allowing a query
requestor to specify variants improves the quality of service. Consider a scenario where a branch of KFC is closer
to the query requestor’s location than any other variant of fast food restaurant. However, none of the selected
group members likes KFC and is aware of the location of the nearest KFC branch. Incorporating the constraint of
POI variants guarantees that at least one member in the group has the knowledge of KFC and thereby increases
the probability to satisfy the query requestor’s POI preference. It is important to note that specifying variants
does not decrease the accuracy of the query answer as the query answer can also include a POI whose variant is
not specified by the query requestor if it minimizes (or maximizes) the distance (or rating) criteria.
Formally, we represent the set of required variants of a query requestor with V . If a query requestor does

not have any requirement then V is empty. Otherwise, the query requestor can specify a flexible number of
required variants in V . For example, if a query requestor specifies V={KFC, McDonald’s}, our approach ensures
that the shared POI knowledge of selected the group members for processing the query includes variants KFC
and McDonald’s in addition to other variants that have not been specified in V .

2.3 Confidence Level
Confidence level represents the trust of the query requestor for the query answer. There exist a number of
measures [53] to address the inaccuracy issue of the crowdsourced data and these measures differ based on the
type of the crowdsourced applications. For crowdsourcced LBSs, there exists only a single measure [34] for the
confidence level that exploits the space knowledge of the group members. However, this measure assumes that
the space knowledge shared by a group member is correct, which might not be always true. For example, a group
member may think that the group member knows all POIs of a certain area but it may happen that the group
member is not aware of a recently established POI. Furthermore, in our experiments in Section 5.5, we show that
the measure is not a feasible one in real scenarios.
In this paper, we introduce a new personalized measure for confidence level. In our approach, users who are

knowledgeable about the surrounding areas of the query locations are selected as group members. If a query
requestor sends a query to n group members and the POI included in the answer is shared by a single member
then there is a high probability that the POI is not correct. If more than one member share the POI included in
the answer then the credibility of the answer increases.

Suppose a POI p jtk is in a query answer. Let n′ represent the number of group members who share p jtk with the
query requestor among n group members. In reality, users may have different levels of preferences for being
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confident. A query requestor may feel confident about a POI if a half of the group members share the POI, whereas
other query requestor may need agreement from all group members to feel confident about the POI. We represent
the required fraction to feel confident for a query requestor as x for 0 < x ≤ 1, and we define the confidence
level CL(p jtk ) of p

j
tk by considering the inaccuracy in the POI knowledge of the group members as follows:

CL(p jtk ) =
{
1, if n′

n ≥ x
n′
x×n , otherwise

(1)

The query answer Amay include more than one POI, and thus the confidence level of A by considering the
inaccuracy in the POI knowledge of the group members is CL(A) = 1

|A | ×
∑
p jtk ∈A

{CL(p jtk )}.

3 RELATED WORK
In the following sections, we elaborate existing literature related to our work.

3.1 LBSs in Spatial Databases
Researchers have focused on processing different classes of LBSs like nearest neighbor queries, trip planning
queries and range queries in spatial databases, where a service provider evaluates the queries in terms of distance
using the POIs stored in its database. A nearest neighbor query in spatial databases, returns the nearest POI
with respect to a query requestor’s location. Depth First Search (DFS) [40] and Best First Search (BFS) [17] are
commonly used for efficient processing of nearest neighbor queries. A range query returns all POIs within an area.
In [20, 36], the authors have studied existing techniques to process range queries. A trip planning query returns
a set of POIs of required types that minimizes the trip distance from a query requestor’s source to destination
via the POIs. Researchers have developed efficient algorithms [25, 43, 44] to process trip planning queries in
recent years. In our work, we consider both distance and personalized ratings for evaluating the queries. More
importantly, our approach does not require a service provider to process LBSs.

3.2 Personalized Recommender Systems
Collaborative filtering techniques [29, 51, 52] are commonly used for personalized recommendation systems. The
recommendation system centrally stores the ratings of POI data given by all users and computes the similarity
levels between the user for whom recommendation will be made and others by comparing their existing ratings
for POIs. Finally, the unknown rating of POIs for the users are computed using the existing POI ratings given by
the similar users and the POIs with the highest ratings are recommended.

Distributed collaborative filtering techniques [4, 47] work in a similar way except that they improve the privacy
issues by storing the rating data in distributed repositories and collecting aggregated information from the
repositories to make the recommendation. However, for both centralized and distributed collaborative filtering,
users share their data with the recommender systems whereas in our case users share only a small number of
required POIs with the query requestor. The other differences between our approach and a recommendation
system are as follows. First, a recommendation system ignores distance parameters by not considering the POIs
that are in the surrounding area of the query requestor’s location. Recommender systems only consider the POIs
whose ratings given by the group of similar users are available to the system. Second, recommender systems do
not take a query requestor’s trust for other users into account. Finally, in the recommendation system there is no
provision to compute the query requestor’s confidence level for the recommended POI.

3.3 Crowdsourced Approaches
A number of works [24, 42] exist in the literature that involve data from the crowd for improving the quality of
LBSs. However, none of these works address the challenge of processing personalized LBSs without involving
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a service provider that may raise trust, privacy and authentication concerns among the users. Our approach
eliminates the role of a service provider completely.
In [14], the authors have proposed an algorithm to compute the nearest meeting place for a group of users

using the proposed POIs from the group members in a privacy preserving manner. In [34], the authors focused
on processing nearest neighbor and range queries using crowdsourced data and computation. Though both of
these works [14, 34] do not involve a service provider to process the queries, they do not consider personalized
ratings and inaccuracy of crowdsourced data. As already mentioned, due to the inclusion of personalized ratings,
the query evaluation in real time becomes a challenge. In our work, we develop POI search space refinement
techniques to reduce the processing overhead.

Crowdsourcing has been widely used in making decision and answering questions [3, 26, 32]. In [31] and [30],
the authors developed systems to estimate the availability of parking spots and monitor air pollution in the city,
respectively, using the crowd as sensors. Crowdsourced data have been also used for event summarization [10]
and automatic indoor mapping [1]. The work proposed in [27] can estimate the quality of crowdsourced data
from sources like sensors and POIs, and provide a summarised result if there are some variants in the POI ratings.
In [9], the authors developed a physical crowdsourcing system that organizes the installation and maintenance of
indoor localization infrastructure by non-experts and supports blind navigation.

Besides these types of applications, crowdsourcing has been also considered in building database [8, 37], pattern
analysis [23, 41], sentiment analysis [28] and entity resolution [6]. On the other hand, in some recent research
works [5, 16, 22, 35], researchers have focused on protecting user privacy for different crowdsourced applications.

4 OUR APPROACH
In this section, we present our crowdsource based approach for processing LBSs. The evaluation of the queries are
not straightforward because simply retrieving the query answer independently based on every group member’s
POI knowledge and then selecting the best answer do not work in our context. The personalized rating of a
POI can be only computed by a query requestor after knowing the available local POI ratings from the group
members. Since the computation of the query answer requires the personalized ratings of the POIs, the query
evaluation is done after knowing the local ratings of the POIs. Furthermore, for LBSs that involve more than
one POI type, POIs retrieved from multiple group members may minimize the total trip distance. Therefore, our
approach incrementally retrieves the nearest POIs from the group members until the optimal answer for the
required query has been identified. The aim of our approach is to reduce the processing time and communication
cost by indexing the POIs and refining the POI search space.

In Section 4.1, we discuss how a user indexes her POI knowledge by considering POI types. In Section 4.2, we
propose our techniques for selecting group members from a set of trusted candidates. In Section 4.3 and 4.4, we
present our efficient algorithms for the distance based LBSs and rating based LBSs, respectively.

4.1 Indexing POI Knowledge
Users independently store their POI knowledge in their local devices. In our system the POI knowledge of a user
is indexed using an IR2-tree [7]. A traditional R-tree [11] indexes POIs based on their locations irrespective of
their types; the information of a POI like location, rating and type are stored in the leaf nodes of the R-tree. In
reality a location based query is requested for a specific POI type. Thus, a search for the nearest POI of a specific
type using a traditional R-tree may unnecessarily visit the leaf nodes where POIs of other types are stored.
An IR2-tree stores a bit string with length equal to the number of the total POI types available in the dataset

in every intermediate node, where one bit in the bit string corresponds to one specific POI type. A bit of the
bit string is 0, if there is no POI of the corresponding POI type in the child nodes of this intermediary node, 0
otherwise. The stored bit string enables the refinement of the POI search space; the search does not need to
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Fig. 2. An IR2-tree [7] for a small dataset

continue along the child nodes of an intermediary node, if the bits of the intermediary node’s bit string that
correspond to the required POI types are 0. Fig. 2 shows an IR2-tree for a small dataset of 5 POI types.

4.2 Group Formation
In our system, a user initially shares POI statistics (e.g., how many POIs of a specific type that a group member
knows in a specific area) and becomes a member of groupG. A member ui of G has access to POI statistics that
other members of G share, and ui can request a group member of G to process a query.

A query requestor may not involve all members inG to process a query as the processing overhead increases
with the increase of the group size. However, the accuracy and the confidence level of the query answer depend
on the selection of the group members as the query is evaluated based on their POI knowledge. We develop two
group formation techniques, knowledge based group selection and genetic algorithm based group selection by
exploiting the POI statistics and the query information. Our techniques select a group Uq ∈ G for processing a
specific query for a user uq ∈ G.
We divide the total space into grid cells. A group member can share how many POIs of a specific type that

the group member knows in the specific area represented by a grid cell. The smaller the area represented by
a grid cell, the more effective is the information of POI statistics for selecting Uq from G. However, if a group
member does not feel comfortable to share the POI statistics for a smaller area or a specific type then the group
member is allowed to share aggregate statistics. For example, if a group member does not want to reveal that
she knows a liver clinic of a specific area for privacy reasons, the group member may add this count with those
of other POI types and reveals the total number that she knows for types liver clinic, dental clinic and cancer
hospital. Alternatively, the group members can also reveal the count for the known liver clinics in a larger area
represented by more than one cells.

We use a parameter level in our techniques to selectUq , where the area containing a specific location considered
for POI statistics increases with the increase of level . For example, if level is 0, then the considered area includes
the area represented by the grid cell that contains the query location. If level is 1, then the considered area
includes the area represented by the grid cell that contains the query location and the areas represented by the
surrounding grid cells. Fig. 3 shows a query location l and the corresponding levels for l .
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Fig. 3. Level

User level 0 level 1 level 2
u1 7 12 23
u2 10 - -
u3 7 13 -
u4 7 14 -
u5 7 11 24
u6 2 12 28

Table 1. An example of group formation for G = {u1,u2,u3,u4,5 ,u6}, n = 4 andUq = {u2,u3,u4,u6}

The inputs to the group selection algorithms are G , n, L and T , where G is the initial group, n is the number of
users that need to be selected from G, L is the set of query locations, and T is the set ofm required POI types.
The algorithms return a subsetUq of n users fromG who will assist the query requestor uq in processing a query.

4.2.1 Knowledge Based Group Selection (KGS). Our KGS technique starts selecting group members who have
more POI knowledge at level 0 and then continues the selection process by increasing level by 1 until n group
members are selected. The detail steps of KGS algorithm are discussed in Appendix A.1.
Without loss of generality, consider an example in Table 1, where G = {u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6} and n = 4. Each

cell in the table represents cleveli , i.e., the count of known POIs for the corresponding row’s user ui and the
corresponding column’s level . The selection starts with level = 0 and u2 is selected forUq as u2 has the count
higher than the remaining users. For level = 0, among the remaining users, four users u1, u3, u4, and u5 have
the same count 7 and u6 has the count 2. Thus, it is not possible to select other 3 group members for Uq . The
algorithm removes u2 from G and computes cleveli s for all users in G for level equals to 1. For level = 1, we find
that u3 and u4 have higher counts than other users and thus u3 and u4 are selected from G and moved toUq .Uq
needs another member but both u1 and u6 have the next highest count, which is 12. Thus, level is increased to 2.
Now u6 is selected as u6 has the highest count 28. At this stage the search for the group members terminates
sinceUq already has four members u2, u3, u4, and u6.

4.2.2 Genetic Algorithm Based Group Selection (GGS). We propose a genetic algorithm for forming a group Uq
of n users from G. The underlying idea of our algorithm is based on the genetic algorithm [46] proposed for
selecting a fixed-size subset from a set of alternatives. Our algorithm starts with a set of groups representing the
first generation, where each group has n members, and continues for a specified number of iterations. In each
iteration, a new generation, i.e., a new set of groups, is formed from the current generation.
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A fitness (or objective) function f is used to measure the POI knowledge of a group. We estimate the POI
knowledge of each group member ui as

∑h
j=0wt j × c

j
i , where h is the highest possible level for a query,wth = 1

andwt j = (h − j + 1) ×wth . The score of f is the summation of the POI knowledge of all members of the group.
The intuition is that the count for the level that is closer to the query location gets higher weight. The most fit
group among all iterations is selected asUq . The detail steps of our GGS algorithm are discussed in Appendix A.2.

4.3 Distance Based LBSs
In this section, we present our efficient algorithm for processing DmRsLBS queries. In a DmRsLBS query, the
query requestor uq specifies a group G of users who agreed to be a group member for uq , group size n, a source
and a destination locations L = {s,d}, a sequence ofm POI types T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} and a set of constraints C .
The constraints are the required minimum personalized rating for every POI type and a set of variants V . The
DmRsLBS query returns the set of POIs that minimize the distance and satisfy the constraints.

To process the query, the algorithm first forms a groupUq using our proposed group selection techniques. The
key idea behind the efficiency of our algorithm is that it refines the POI search space and guarantees that a POI
outside the refined search space cannot minimize the distance. The steps of a straightforward way to evaluate a
DmRsLBS query without refining the POI search space is as follows:
• retrieves all POIs of required types whose local ratings satisfy the personalized rating constraint from every
group member,
• derives the distance upto which the POIs need to be retrieved from every group member,
• retrieves the remaining POIs of required types within the derived distance from every group member, and
• finds the answer from the retrieved POIs in the first and third steps.

On the other hand, the efficient algorithm incrementally retrieves z nearest POIs of required types from every
member of the group until the answer is identified or the maximum number of POIs that a group member share or
the POIs that a group member knows have been already retrieved. The POIs are ranked based on the summation
of the distances of the POIs from s and d , respectively. In case ofm > 1, for the first time instead of retrieving z
nearest POIs, the algorithm retrieves a set of nearest POIs that includes at least one POI from every required type.
Here z is a parameter whose value is decided in experiments.
After retrieving new POIs with their ratings from a user ui , the algorithm determines the known distance

for ui , kdi as the summation of the distances of the farthest retrieved POI from s and d , respectively. Then the
algorithm finds the known distance for the group, kd as the minimum of kdi s of the group members who have
more POIs to share. If there is no such group member,∞ is assigned to kd . The algorithm uses the concept of
known distance to refine the POI search space.
In the next step, the algorithm computes the personalized ratings of the retrieved POIs whose distance is

smaller than or equal to kd . This is because the group members who know these POIs have already shared their
local ratings with the query requestor. Next, the algorithm checks whether the query answer can be found using
the POIs whose personalized ratings satisfy the constraint of the minimum personalized rating.
If there is at least a POI from every POI type, then the algorithm finds a set of POIs that provide the smallest

distance and checks whether the distance between s and d via the POIs is smaller than or equal to kd . If not, then
it is not guaranteed that the POI set provides the smallest distance based on the POI knowledge of the group
members. If the query answer is not found, the algorithm again retrieves the next z POIs of required types and
repeat the process. With the retrieval of new POIs, kd increases.
When the answer is found, the algorithm computes the confidence level of the answer and checks whether

the retrieved POIs (not the answer) from the group members include at least one POI from every variant in V
(e.g., KFC, McDonald’s, Nando’s for the POI type fast food restaurant). If not, the algorithm repeats the query
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Fig. 4. Example of a DmRsLBS query with the minimum required personalized rating 6, n = 3,m = 1 and z = 3

evaluation it times by forming it different groups. If more than one groups return the optimal answer with
different confidence levels then the maximum of those confidence levels is selected as the final confidence level.
Fig. 4 shows an example of a DmRsLBS query with the minimum required rating 6, n = 3,m = 1 and z = 3.

In the first iteration, the query requestor retrieves z nearest POIs with respect to s and d from every group
member u1, u2, and u3. The set of POIs retrieved from the group members are {p11,p21,p31,p41,p51,p61}. The algorithm
computes the personalized ratings of the POIs whose distances with respect to s and d are smaller than or equal
to kd . We observe that none of the POI has a personalized rating greater than the minimum required personalized
rating 6. Thus, in the second iteration, the algorithm retrieves the next z nearest POIs with respect to s and d from
every group member u1, u2, and u3. With the retrieval of new POIs kd increases, and the algorithm computes the
personalized ratings of the POIs whose distances smaller than or equal to kd . Among the POIs that satisfy the
rating constraint, p71 has the smallest distance from l and is selected as the query answer.
The detail pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Appendix A.3.

4.4 Rating Based LBSs
The computation of the answer for the rating based LBSs is different as a RmDsLBS query does not minimize
the distance and thus, we cannot use the concept of the known distance to refine the POI search space. In a
RmDsLBS query, the query requestor uq specifies a group G of users who agreed to be a group member for uq ,
group size n, a source and a destination locations L = {s,d}, a sequence ofm POI types T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} and a
set of constraints C . The constraints are the allowed maximum distance for the answer and a set of variants. The
RmDsLBS query returns the set of POIs that maximize the personalized rating and satisfy the constraints.

Similar to the algorithm for DmRsLBS queries, the algorithm for the RmDsLBS query first forms the group Uq
from G and evaluates the answer based on the POI knowledge of the group members. A straightforward way to
evaluate a RmDsLBS query without refining the POI search space is to retrieve all POIs of the required types that
satisfy the distance constraint from the selected group members and find the answer from the retrieved POIs.
On the other hand, the efficient algorithm incrementally retrieves POIs from every group member until the

answer has been identified or the maximum number of POIs that a group member share or the POIs that a group
member knows have been already retrieved. Unlike the distance based LBSs, the algorithm for processing the
RmDsLBS query uses the local rating of POIs instead of the distance for ranking the POIs. For example, form = 1,
the algorithm incrementally retrieves z POIs with z highest local ratings that satisfy the distance constraint.

After retrieving the POIs, the algorithm computes the personalized ratings of the POIs that have been retrieved
from all group members. If it happens for a POI that the POI has not been retrieved from a set of the group
members but the group members do not have any more POI to share, then the personalized rating of that POI
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can be computed as it is guaranteed that those group members do not know the POI. In case it is not possible to
find the personalized rating for a single POI for a required type, more POIs that satisfy the distance constraint
are retrieved until the personalized rating for at least one POI of every required POI type has been computed.

Once the personalized rating is found for each POI type, the minimum ratingMinR is calculated, which is the
minimum of the maximum ratings of all required POI type.MinR can be thought to be analogous to kd in the
algorithm for processing distance based LBSs and is used to refine the POI search space. If the minimum rating
MinRi of the shared POIs of a group member ui is greater thanMinR then it means that the group member may
have more POIs with local ratings equal to or greater thanMinR and satisfy the distance constraint. These POIs
may further improve the personalized ratings of the answer. These POIs are then retrieved from the group member.
Note that a POI that has the local rating lower than MinR for all group members cannot have a personalized
rating greater thanMinR and be a part of the optimal answer.

Let Qi represent the set of POIs shared with the query requestor by a group member ui . After having the POIs
with the local ratings equal to or greater thanMinR from all group members, the algorithm retrieves the available
local rating of POIs in {Q1 ∪Q2 ∪ · · · ∪Qn} −Qi from ui . Next the algorithm computes the personalized rating
and evaluates the query. If more than one answers have equal highest personalized rating than the answer that
has the smallest distance is selected as the query answer.
It may happen that the answer is not found because the constraints of the maximum allowed distance is not

satisfied. In such a scenario, more POIs are retrieved in the next iteration and the same process is repeated as long
as the algorithm finds the answer. When the answer is found, the algorithm computes the confidence level of the
answer and checks whether the answer satisfies the constraint of variants. If not, a query requestor can address
the variant issue for rating based LBSs in the same way as the distance based LBSs described in Section 4.3.
The detail pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Appendix A.4.

5 EXPERIMENTS
We run experiments using real datasets in a simulated environment to validate the efficiency and effectiveness of
our approach. There exists no crowdsourced approach to evaluate LBS queries that consider both distance and
personalized rating as optimization parameters (please see Section 3). Existing approaches that evaluate LBSs
using the POIs stored in the database of the service provider assume that the knowledge of a service provider is
complete, whereas for crowdsourced LBSs the knowledge of the group members can be incomplete. Therefore
in our experiments, we measure the accuracy of the query answers evaluated by our crowdsourced approach
with respect to the entire POI set, i.e., the knowledge of a service provider. We also show in experiments that the
proposed measure in [34] for confidence level is not an appropriate for crowdsourced LBSs.
Datasets. We use long-term check-in data (about 10 months) from the Foursquare dataset [49] for New York

city and Tokyo. The New York city dataset includes 227428 check-ins with 38333 POIs of 400 types from 1083
users while the Tokyo dataset contains 573703 check-ins with 61858 POIs of 385 types from 2293 users. The data
space is normalized into 100× 100 square units. Since the Foursquare dataset does not contain the POI ratings, we
synthetically generate a local rating for each POI of the users. According to [2, 12, 45, 50], the POI ratings in the
Yelp dataset 1 follow the normal distribution and are skewed to the values between 3.5 and 4 in the range of [1, 5].
The analysis in [38] shows that the MovieLens [13] and Douban Movies 2 datasets have almost similar rating
distributions like the Yelp dataset. To match with the reality, we also follow a normal distribution to generate a
local rating for a POI randomly within the range [1, 10] with the mean value of 7. Furthermore, users normally
do not give check-in for every POI they visit. To address this issue, we double the POI knowledge of the users.
We select the additional POIs for the users from the total POI set by following the distribution of the already

1www.yelp.com/dataset
2www.kaggle.com/utmhikari/doubanmovieshortcomments
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known POIs of the user. To be specific, we divide the total space into grid, and if a user has 3 known POIs of a
specific type based on her check-in data in a grid cell we randomly select another 3 POIs of the same type located
in the grid cell as the knowledge of the user. We index the POI knowledge using an in memory IR2-tree.

Table 2. Different Parameters

Metric Name Range Default Value
Group Size n 8, 16, 32, 64 16
Grid Size (in sq. units) 1 × 1, 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32 16 × 16
x (%) 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% 15%
z 1, 2, 5, 10 5

Parameters. Table 2 shows the range and default values for the parameters. To remind the readers, we use the
grid in our knowledge based group selection (KGS) and genetic algorithm based group selection (GGS) algorithms,
z for retrieving nearest POIs, and x in the measure of the confidence level. We set the parameters of the GGS
algorithm like tournament size, mutation probability and elite group size according to the values presented
in [46]. In our context, there are a large number of candidate solutions, e.g., there are 1.53e+35 possible candidate
solutions with 1083 users of NYC dataset and group size, n = 16. Considering all these solutions as the initial
population set incurs extremely high computational overhead. To address this issue, like [46], we select 200
random candidate solutions as the initial population set. We have varied the number of generations, i.e., number
of iterations as 50, 100, 200, 300, and observed that the query answers improve for increasing the number of
iterations from 50 to 100 and then remain almost same. Therefore, we set the default number of iterations to 100.
For every experiment, we randomly generate 100 sample queries. In default settings, we assume that a query
requestor does not specify any variant (i.e., |V | = 0) and the maximum number of POIs that can be shared with
the query requestor. We measure the average performance of these sample queries. We implement the system in
java, and run all experiments using a computer with Intel Core i5 1.80 GHz CPU and 8GB RAM.

Organization. In Section 5.1, we compare our KGS and GGS techniques with a random group selection (RGS)
technique. The experiments show the superiority of KGS over GGS and RGS in terms of the confidence level
and the accuracy of the query answer. In Section 5.2, we show the processing cost of our approach to evaluate
LBSs using KGS. In Section 5.3, we discuss the impact of privacy protection on the accuracy of the answer. In
Section 5.4, we show the experimental results for incorporating POI variants. In Section 5.5, we show why the
space based confidence level is not a good measure through experiments.

5.1 Comparative Analysis among Group Selection Algorithms
5.1.1 Confidence Level. Confidence level represents the trust of the query requestor for a query answer. Fig. 5
shows the confidence level of the query answer achieved by KGS, GGS and RGS algorithms for DmRsLBS queries
with single (Fig. 5(a)-(c)) and multiple (Fig. 5(d)-(f)) POI types, and for RmDsLBS queries with single (Fig. 5(g)-(i))
and multiple (Fig. 5(j)-(l)) POI types for varying the group size, grid size, and x respectively. We do not consider z
as z has no relation with the confidence level. Experiments show that the confidence level for the KGS algorithm
is always higher than those of both GGS and RGS algorithms, as expected. On average, the confidence level
achieved by KGS is 1.71 and 2.13 times better than those of GGS and RGS, respectively.
We observe in the figure that the confidence level increases for increasing the group size from 8 to 16, and

then decreases. This is because the confidence level depends on the parameter x , and for a fixed x , the percentage
of the users who agree for a POI with respect to the group size first increases and then again decreases when
the group size becomes large. With the increase of the grid size the number of known POI increases, and thus,
the confidence level increases. Figures also show that the confidence level for the algorithms decreases with the
increase of x , which is expected.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Fig. 5. Confidence Level for DmRsLBS queries with single (a-c) and multiple (d-f) POI types, RmDsLBS queries with single
(g-i) and multiple (j-l) POI types

5.1.2 Accuracy. Our approach always provides the optimal answer for an LBS with respect to the POI knowledge
of the selected group members. In these experiments, we measure the accuracy of the query answer against the
entire POI set known by a service provider. For a DmRsLBS query, we measure the accuracy in terms of the rank
of the answer in the entire POI set known by a service provider. The accuracy is maximum if the returned query
answer has the smallest distance from L, i.e., the smallest rank. The accuracy decreases with the increase of the
rank, e.g., if the returned answer has the 2nd or the 3rd smallest distance from L then the accuracy decreases. We
ignore the constraint of the personalized rating as the personalized rating of a POI for a query requestor varies
with the selection of n group members because the local ratings of a POI and the trust and similarity scores of
the query requestor for the group members are not same. Note that though we think that our approach may have
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to sacrifice the accuracy slightly in comparison with the query answer evaluated in the entire POI set, it may
happen that the POI that has the smallest distance in the entire POI set does not satisfy the constraint of the
minimum personalized rating. However, without knowing the personalized ratings of all POIs in the entire POI
set it is not possible to determine the actual scenarios. Thus, the accuracy loss that we show in the graphs is the is
an upper bound of the actual accuracy loss, i.e., the worst case loss of the accuracy.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 6. Accuracy Level for DmRsLBS queries with single (a-c) and multiple (d-f) POI types

Fig. 6 shows the accuracy of the query answer for varying the group size, grid size, and x . The smaller the
rank the higher is the accuracy of the query answer. Again, we do not vary z as it does not have any relation
with the accuracy of the query answer. We observe that the accuracy for the query answer achieved by the KGS
algorithm is significantly higher than those of the GGS and RGS algorithms. Specifically, the average accuracy
for DmRsLBS queries improves on average 1.73 and 2.28 times for the KGS algorithm than those of the GGS and
RGS algorithms, respectively.

The reason behind not always having the maximum accuracy is that a user who knows the optimal answer is
not included in the group. Since the RGS algorithm selects group members randomly, the probability is high to
not select the appropriate members for the group. On the other hand, though there is randomness in selecting
group members by GGS, GGS does it in a controlled way by exploiting the POI knowledge of the group members.
Therefore the performance of the GGS is better than RGS. The KGS algorithm outperforms the GGS and RGS
algorithms with a large margin. This is because the KGS algorithm selects the group members who have the
POI knowledge in the surrounding area of the query location. Only in few cases, where a user who knows the
POIs for the optimal answer might not get selected by our KGS algorithm because the user knows only a small
number of POIs in the surrounding area of the query requestor’s location.
Since the personalized ratings of all POIs are not possible to determine, we do not show the experimental

results for the accuracy of the RmDsLBS queries.

5.2 Processing Cost Analysis
In this sets of experiments, we measure the processing cost in terms of the communication cost (Section 5.2.1)
and the processing time required by our query processing algorithms (Section 5.2.2).
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Table 3. Communication cost (NYC dataset)

No. of Comm. Freq. per Group Member No. of POIs Retrieved per Comm.
POI Queries with search without search with search without search
types space refinement space refinement space refinement space refinement

m = 1 DmRsLBS 0.98 1.93 3.19 6.75
RmDsLBS 6.46 8.83 1.42 3.15

m > 1 DmRsLBS 0.87 2.22 14.59 26.53
RmDsLBS 3.4 6.67 2.67 5.06

Table 4. Communication cost (TKY dataset)

No. of Comm. Freq. per Group Member No. of POIs Retrieved per Comm.
POI Queries with search without search with search without search
types space refinement space refinement space refinement space refinement

m = 1 DmRsLBS 0.98 1.92 3.06 6.95
RmDsLBS 4.74 7.33 0.86 2.19

m > 1 DmRsLBS 0.85 2.03 8.65 16.14
RmDsLBS 1.92 4.37 1.00 3.08

5.2.1 Communication Cost. We measure the communication cost in terms of the number of POIs retrieved
per communication and the communication frequency per group member. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the com-
munication costs for DmRsLBS and RmDsLBS queries using the New York city dataset and the Tokyo dataset,
respectively. We compare our efficient approach with a straightforward one that does not use any POI space
refinement technique (please see Sections 4.3 and 4.4 for DmRsLBS and RmDsLBS, respectively). From these
tables, we observe that our search space refinement techniques significantly reduce both the number of POIs
retrieved per communication and the communication frequency per group member. Thus, our approach can
evaluate the answers with a small communication overhead.

5.2.2 Processing Time. The processing time includes the time for the group formation, the time required by
every group member, and the query evaluation by the query requestor. Fig. 7 shows that the processing time for
both of DmRsLBS and RmDsLBS queries is satisfactory (in milliseconds range) for varying the group size, grid
size and z. We do not vary x as x does not have any relation with the processing time.

5.3 Privacy Protection vs. Accuracy
We protect privacy of the query requestor by eliminating the service provider and privacy of the group members
by reducing the number of shared POIs and their ratings with the query requestor. A service provider is assumed
to have knowledge of all POIs and thus the service provider returns the exact answer when a user requests a
query to the service provider. In our approach, the query answer is evaluated using the POI knowledge of the
selected group members, which is a subset of the entire POI set. We measure the accuracy of the query answers
for our privacy preserving approach with respect to the entire POI set known by a service provider in Section 5.1.
On the other hand, though our approach reduces the number of shared POI data with the query requestor

(please see Tables 3 and 4), our approach guarantees that the accuracy of the query answer is 100% with respect to
the POI knowledge of the selected group members. Thus, protecting privacy of the group members by reducing
the number of shared POIs does not have any effect on the accuracy of the query answer.

5.4 Effect of POI Variants
We vary the number of POI variants specified in V and observe in Fig. 8 that the accuracy, the confidence level,
and the processing time increase with the increase of |V|. For accuracy, we do not show the experimental results
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7. Processing Time of DmRsLBS and RmDsLBS queries with single (a-c) and multiple (d-f) POI types

for the RmDsLBS queries for the same reason mentioned in Section 5.1. We also measured the communication cost
for varying the number of specified variants and found that both the number of POIs retrieved per communication
and the communication frequency per group member increase with the increase of |V | (not shown).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8. Effect of the Number of Variants |V | for single (a-c) and multiple (d-f) POI types

5.5 Space Knowledge based Confidence Level
In [34], the authors exploit the space knowledge of the group members to define the confidence level. In their
experiments, the authors assume that users have 70% space knowledge, i.e., users know the POIs in the 70% area
of the total space, which is not a realistic assumption. In our experiments using real datasets, we found that the
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maximum space knowledge that users can have is low; the space knowledge based confidence level of the query
answers are on average 0.9% and 2.0% for DmRsLBS and RmDsLBS queries, respectively. Therefore, we redefine
the confidence level based on the POI knowledge and found it as an appropriate measure (Section 5.1.1).

6 CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel crowd enabled approach for processing privacy-enhanced, trustworthy and personalized
LBSs with the optimization parameters distance and personalized rating. We developed query dependent group
formation techniques and efficient algorithms that provide the optimal answers for the LBSs while minimizing the
number of shared POI data with the query requestor. Our extensive experiments using real datasets show that our
knowledge based group selection (KGS) technique is significantly better than the genetic algorithm based group
selection (GGS) and the random group selection (RGS) techniques. Our algorithms can evaluate the queries in real
time (in milliseconds) and with reduced communication overhead (e.g, the average communication frequency per
group member for distance based LBSs is 0.92 and the number of POIs retrieved per communication ranges from
3.06 to 14.59). In the future, we aim to extend our approach to process LBSs for groups. In this paper, we assumed
that POIs are independent. In the future, we aim to develop solutions for processing LBSs by considering the
correlations among POIs (e.g., in terms of variants and ratings).
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APPENDIX

A ALGORITHMS

A.1 Knowledge Based Group Selection (KGS)
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode to select a subgroupUq ∈ G for processing a specific query.

The algorithm starts with initializing end and level to 0, and Uq and C to ∅. Then for every member ui ∈ G,
using Function countPOI , the algorithm computes cleveli , i.e., the total number of POIs ofm required types that
ui knows in the area represented by the grid cells that contain the locations in L. There can be overlap of the
considered grid cells for source and destination locations and in such scenarios, POIs of those grid cells are
considered once in cleveli . A user ui may not want to disclose the number of POIs of a specific type for a grid cell
for privacy reasons; instead, ui may share the number of POIs in the aggregate form for multiple types or multiple
grid cells. In these cases, Function countPOI approximates cleveli . For example, if ui shares the total number for
three POI types then the function approximates the number for a specific type by dividing the aggregate count
with three.

ALGORITHM 1: Form_Query_Group(G,n,L,T )
end, level ← 0
Uq ,C ← ∅
while end = 0 do

for every ui ∈ G −Uq do
cleveli ← countPOI (L,T , level)
C ← C ∪ cleveli

end
Uq ← selectGroup(G,Uq ,C)
if |Uq | < n then

level ← level + 1
else

end ← 1
end

end
returnUq

After computing cleveli for every group member in G, using Function selectGroup, the algorithms attempt to
select n group members with n highest scores from G. If n members do not have higher scores than those of
the remaining members, then the algorithm selects n′ < n members from G who have higher scores than those
of the remaining members in G. To select other n − n′ members from G, the algorithm needs to recompute the
count for every group member in G −Uq after increasing level by 1, whereUq includes already selected group
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members. The algorithm repeats the process until n members forUq have been identified. When Uq includes n
group members, the algorithm sets end to 1 and terminates.

A.2 Genetic Algorithm Based Group Selection (GGS)
We discuss the steps of our genetic algorithm below:
• The algorithm randomly forms nд groups from the users in G as the first generation, i.e., the initial
population set. Each group has n members and is represented using a bit string of |G | bits. A bit in the bit
string corresponds to a user inG and a 1 or 0 in each bit represents the presence or absence of the user in
the group, respectively. Since there is n members in a group, there are n 1s in the bit string representing a
group.
• In each iteration, the algorithm generates nд offspring. For each offspring, the algorithm randomly selects
two parent groups from the current generation using two different tournament selections. The offspring
are formed with crossover and mutation.
– Crossover: In the crossover step, the algorithm combines two parent groups to form an offspring, i.e., a
new bit string that contains 1s from both the parents. This bit string can have more than n 1s. In such
scenario, n 1s are randomly kept and the remaining 1s are replaced with 0s.

– Mutation: Each entry with 1 of the bit string representing the offspring undergoes into mutation with a
fixed mutation probability. If an entry is considered for the mutation, the algorithm changes its 1 to 0. At
the same time, the algorithm randomly selects another entry with 0 and changes its 0 to 1 to ensure that
the bit string has exactly n 1s.

• At the end of each iteration, the algorithm replaces the current generation with a new one. The algorithm
forms the new generation by selecting nд ′ and nд − nд ′ most fit groups from the current generation and
the set of offsprings, respectively. These nд ′ groups are the elite groups, i.e., the most fit groups from the
current generation. The fitness function is described in Section 4.2.2.
• The algorithm iterates for a fixed number of times and finally, the group that has the most fitness value
among all generations is selected as the answer.

The values of different parameters (e.g., number of iterations) used in the genetic algorithm are specified in
Section 5.
Fig. 9 provides an example of selecting a group of size n = 4 from a set G of 10 users, using the genetic

algorithm based group selection (GGS) technique, where population size = 5, tournament size = 3 and elite group
size = 1. Fig. 9(a) shows the formation of the 2nd generation from the initial population (1st generation). The new
generation contains 1 most fit solution (“0011000101”) from the current (1st ) generation and others from the set
of offsprings according to their fitness values. Fig. 9(b) shows steps to form an offspring from two tournaments
randomly selected from the current generation. At first, the parents are selected randomly from the tournaments.
In the crossover step, the bit strings of the parents are combined to form a bit string “1101101100”. This bit string
contains 6 1s. Since n = 4, 4 1s are selected randomly from 6 1s, which transforms the bit string to “1100001100”.
After crossover, the mutated offspring “110100100” is generated according to the mutation probability.

A.3 Distance Based LBSs
Algorithm 2 shows the steps to process a DmRsLBS query by a query requestor uq . The inputs to the algorithm
are a set G of users who agreed to be a group member for uq , group size n, a set L of locations, a set T ofm POI
types {t1, t2, . . . , tm}, a set C of constraints. The constraints are the required minimum personalized rating for
every POI type and a set V of variants. The algorithm returns a set A of POIs, confidence level CL, and flag Vf ,
where Vf is set to 1 if all variants in V are considered while finding the answer of an LBS, 0 otherwise.

The variables that we use in our algorithms are summarized below:
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Initial Set Offspring Set Next Generation
(1st Generation) (2nd Generation)

Bit String Fitness Value Bit String Fitness Value Bit String Fitness Value
1001101000 141 1101000100 179 1001000011 185
0011000101 160 0111001000 172 1101000100 179
0101001100 132 0011010100 153 0111001000 172
0110110000 148 1001000011 185 1100100110 165
1010000110 133 1100100110 165 0011000101 160

(a) Next generation formation with initial population set size 5

1001101000
0110110000
0101001100

0011000101
0101001100
1010000110

1001101000

0101001100

1101101100          1100001100 1101000100

Tournaments              Parents Selection                         Crossover                             Mutation

(mutated offspring)

1 2 3 4

(b) Steps for an offspring generation

Fig. 9. An example of group selection using GGS algorithm for n = 4 and the number of users = 10

• Qi : Qi stores the retrieved locations and ratings of POIs from ui ∈ Uq .
• ei : Flag ei is set to 1, if the maximum number of POIs that ui ∈ Uq can share or the POIs that ui knows
have been retrieved, 0 otherwise.
• kdi : the known distance of ui , kdi = maxp∈Qi dist(s,p) + dist(d,p) for s,d ∈ L.
• kd : the known distance kd of the groupUq represents the minimum of kdi s of the of the group members
who have more POIs to share. If there is no such group member,∞ is assigned to kd .
• Rtj : Rtj stores locations and personalized ratings of retrieved POIs.
• end : Flag end is set to 1 if the search for the answer of the LBS terminates, 0 otherwise.
• Vf : Flag Vf is set to 1, if all variants in V are considered while finding the answer of an LBS, 0 otherwise.

The functions that we use in our algorithms are summarized below:
• Initialize(A, end,kdp , {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn}, {e1, e2, . . . , en}): initializes the variables as follows: A← ∅, end ←
0, kdp ← 0, Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn ← ∅, and e1, e2, . . . , en ← 0.
• Form_Query_Group(G,n,L): selects n members from G and forms the groupUq .
• process_POIs(Qi ,kd,L,T , z): retrieves POIs and update Qi , ei and kd . Algorithm 3 shows the details of
Function process_POIs .
• дetPOIs(L,T , z): incrementally retrieves the next z nearest POIs of the required types with respect to s and
d , where the distance is measured as the summation of distances of the POI from s and d , respectively. For
m > 1 and for the first call of the function, there is an exception: the function retrieves a set of nearest
POIs that includes at least one POI from every required type.
• compknowndist(Qi ,L): returns the known distance kdi of a group member ui .
• compR(Rtj ,Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn ,kd,kdp ): computes the personalized ratings of the new POIs in Rt1 ,Rt2 , . . . ,Rtm
using Function compR that have distances from L less than or equal to kd and more than kdp .
• evaluate(Rt1 ,Rt2 , . . . ,Rtm ,L,C): evaluates the query to check whether the answer can be found based on
the POIs in Rt1 ,Rt2 , . . . ,Rtm .
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ALGORITHM 2: Dist_LBS(G,n,L,T ,C)
Initialize(A, end,kdp , {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn }, {e1, e2, . . . , en })
Uq ← Form_Query_Group(G,n,L)
while end = 0 do

kd ←∞
for every ui ∈ Uq do

if ei = 0 then
Qi , ei ,kd ← process_POIs(Qi ,kd,L,T , z)

end
end
if kdp , kd then

for every tj ∈ T do
Rtj ← compR(Rtj ,Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn ,kd,kdp )

end
A← evaluate(Rt1 ,Rt2 , . . . ,Rtm ,L,C)
if A , ∅ then

CL← compCL(A,Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn )
end ← 1

else
kdp ← kd

end
else

end ← 1;
end

end
Vf ← check_Variant(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn ,V );
return A,CL,Vf

• compCL(A,Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn): computes the confidence level of A based on the retrieved POIs in
Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn .
• check_Variant(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn ,V ): returns 1 if all variants in V are considered while finding the answer of
an LBS, 0 otherwise.

ALGORITHM 3: process_POIs(Qi ,kd,L,T , z)
Qi
′ ← дetPOIs(L,T , z)

if Qi
′ = ∅ then
ei ← 1

else
Qi ← Qi ∪Qi

′

kdi ← compknowndist(Qi ,L)
if kdi < kd then

kd ← kdi
end

end
return Qi , ei ,kd

Algorithm 4 shows the way a query requestor can address the variant issue. The algorithm repeats the query
evaluation it times by forming it different groups, if the required variants are not satisfied. If Vf = 1 or y = it
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then the algorithm stops and selects the optimal answer. If more than one groups have returned the optimal
answer with different confidence levels then the maximum of those confidence levels is selected as the final
confidence level.

ALGORITHM 4: iterate_Dist_LBS(G,n,L,T ,C,V , it )
y,Vf ← 0
while Vf = 0 and y < it do

Ay ,CLy ,Vf ← Dist_LBS(G,n,L,T ,C)
G ← G \Uq
y ← y + 1

end
A,CL← select(A0,CL0,A1,CL1, . . . ,Ay−1,CLy−1)
return A,CL

A.4 Rating Based LBSs
Algorithm 5 shows the steps to process a RmDsLBS query. The inputs to the algorithm are a set G of users who
agreed to be a group member for uq , group size n, a source and a destination locations L = {s,d}, a sequence of
m POI types T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} and a set of constraints C . The constraints are the maximum allowed distance
for the answer for every POI type and a set of variants. The algorithm returns a set A of POIs, confidence level
CL, and flag Vf . In addition to the variables used in Appendix A.3, we use the following variables and functions
for rating based LBSs:
• MinR: the minimum of the maximum personalized ratings of all required POI types.
• MinRi : the minimum of the local ratings of the shared POIs of a group member ui .
• Rf : Flag Rf is set to 1 if more POIs should be retrieved, 0 otherwise.
• retrievePOIs(Qi ,L,T ,C, z): incrementally retrieves z POIs with z highest local ratings that satisfy the
distance constraint from a group member ui . Form > 1 and for the first call of the function, there is an
exception: the function retrieves a set of POIs with highest local ratings that includes at least one POI from
every required type.
• f indR(Rtj ,Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn , e1, e2, . . . , en): computes the personalized ratings of the POIs of type tj which
have been shared by all group members who know the POIs. Specifically, it is possible to compute the
personalized rating of a POI if either the POI is included in Qi or ei = 0 for 1 ≥ i ≤ n.
• compMinR(Rt1 ,Rt2 , . . . ,Rtm ): returnsMinR based on the personalized ratings of POIs in Rt1 ,Rt2 , . . . ,Rtm .
• f indMinRatinд(Qi ): returnsMinRi , the minimum of the local ratings of the shared POIs in Qi .
• дetMore(Qi ,L,T ,C,MinR): retrieves the POIs that have local ratings equal to or greater than MinR and
satisfy the distance constraint from ui .
• removePOIs(Qi ,MinR): removes the POIs from Qi whose local ratings are lower thanMinR.
• дetRest(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn): retrieves the available local ratings of POIs in {Q1 ∪Q2 ∪ · · · ∪Qn} −Qi from ui .
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ALGORITHM 5: Rating_LBS(G,n,L,T ,C)
Initialize(A, end, {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn }, {e1, e2, . . . , en })
Uq ← Form_Query_Group(G,n,L)
while end = 0 do

for each ui ∈ Uq do
if ei = 0 then

Qi , ei ← retrievePOIs(Qi ,L,T ,C, z)
end

end
for every tj ∈ T do

Rtj ← f indR(Rtj ,Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn , e1, e2, . . . , en )
if |Rtj | = 0 then

Rf ← 1
break

end
end
if Rf = 1 then

Rf ← 0
continue

else
MinR ← compMinR(Rt1 ,Rt2 , . . . ,Rtm )
for each ui ∈ Uq do

MinRi ← f indMinRatinд(Qi )
if MinRi > MinR and ei = 0 then

Qi , ei ← дetMore(Qi ,L,T ,C,MinR)
else if MinRi < MinR then

Qi ← removePOIs(Qi ,MinR)
end

end
for each ui ∈ Uq do

Qi ← дetRest({Q1 ∪Q2 ∪ · · · ∪Qn } −Qi )
end

end
for every tj ∈ T do

Rtj ← f indR(Rtj ,Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn , e1, e2, . . . , en )
end
A← evaluate(Rt1 ,Rt2 , . . . ,Rtm ,L,C)
if A , ∅ then

CL← compCL(A,Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn )
end ← 1

end
end
Vf ← check_Variant(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn ,V );
return A,CL
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